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STRONG ASYMPTOTICS ON THE SUPPORT OF THE MEASURE OF 

ORTHOGONALITY FOR POLYNOMIALS ORTHOGONAL WITH RESPECT 

TO A DISCRETE SOBOLEV INNER PRODUCT 

Ana Foulquie Moreno and Francisco Marcellan 

ABSTRACT. In [6, 8] relative asymptotics for Sobolev orthogonal polynomials were 
studied. When the continuous part of the measure satisfies the Szego condition, 
the strong asymptotics outside the support of the measure follow from [6, 8]. In 
this paper, we analyze this problem on the support of the measure. 

1. Introduction and statements of results 

Some problems arising from approximation theory, mathematical physics, and number 
theory have motivated different generalizations of the standard notion of orthogonality. 
If /x is a finite positive Borel measure supported on the real line, then {pn} is the 
sequence of standard orthonormal polynomials (OP)-with respect to JJ, when 

/ 
Pn(x)pm(x)dfJL(x) = < 

1    n — m 

and Pn{x) = ana;n+ lower degree terms with an > 0 for n € N. 
Some of these generalizations are the so-called Hermite-Pade polynomials, [3, 10], 

matrix polynomials, [2, 4, 5], and orthogonal polynomials with respect to a linear ho- 
mogeneous differential operator (OPDO) [1]. This last notion is important because we 
can apply the analytical methods used in the theory of Hermite-Pade approximants 
to OPDO. An important class among these notions are the Sobolev orthogonal poly- 
nomials (SOP) that are included in the class of OPDO. In this paper, we deal with 
the case of SOP with respect to a discrete Sobolev inner product [6, 8]. 

Definition 1. Let fj, be a finite positive Borel measure, whose support 5^ contains 
an infinite set of real points (S^ C R). A discrete Sobolev inner product is given by 

/m    Nj 

h{x)g{x)dli{x) + £ £ Mi%ih®{cj)g® (c,-) 
j=l z=0 

where Cj G R, M^ > 0, m, Nj > 0. 
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In [6], a generalization of the above discrete Sobolev inner product in the following 
sense was considered 

/m    Nj 

h(x)g(x)diA(x) + J2 E hW (ciKi,i(ff; ci) (!) 
j=li=0 

where Cj,i{g]Cj) is the evaluation at Cj G C of a linear differential operator with 
constant coefficients Cj^ acting on g and CiiNi ^ 0, j = 1,..., m. The motivation of 
this definition comes from the following orthogonality relation 

/m    Nj 

p{x)Qn{x)dll{x) + Y,^A3Mz)Qn{z)){%=Cj ,      p e P.-!, 
j = l  2=0 

where Ajj may be complex numbers. The polynomials of the sequence {Qn}n>o are 
the denominators of the main diagonal sequence of the Pade approximants of Stieltjes- 
type meromorphic functions 

Given j = 1,..., m, let Jj be the maximum order of the differential operators Cj *, 
2 = 0,...,^-. Then 

fc=0 

For a fixed j, let /z, = (7^), i = 0,..., iV,, A; = 0,..., Jj, be the matrix whose elements 
are the coefficients of the operator Cjj. Denote by /i/ the matrix obtained from JJLJ, 

deleting all the zero rows and columns. Following [6], we say that (1) is regular if, for 
each j = 1,... ,ra, the matrix ^ is a square matrix with non-zero determinant. We 
denote the dimension of //!• by Ij, and / = J^JLi Ij- 

The aim of our paper is the analysis of the strong asymptotics for the polynomials 
orthogonal with respect to (1) in the regular case when {CJ} e C \ 5M, j = 1,..., m. 
So we denote by 5n,n G Z+, the monic polynomial of least degree such that 

(p,Sn)=0       pePn-i- 

If the inner product is positive definite, then deg 5n is n, and thus all the 5n 's are 
distinct. In general, this is not true, and for different values of n, we can have the 
same Sn. 

Despite an extensive effort to investigate the properties of SOP, not much progress 
has been attained regarding their asymptotics for general conditions on the inner 
products. The first essential contribution to this topic was [6]. There a new class of 
measures was introduced. 

Definition 2. Let /J, be a complex measure. We say that // G Mc(0,1) if the corre- 
sponding orthonormal polynomials {qn} satisfy 

xqn(x) = an+ign+i(:r) + pnqn{x) + angn_i(x),    n > no,    an,0n G C 
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with 

/ 

lim OLn = - ,     lim /3n = 0, 

(2) 

\qn(x)qn+m(x)\ \dfJL(x)\  < C < 00 

where the support of /i is equal to [—1,1] U J5, and E is at most a denumerable set of 
isolated points in C \ [-1,1], with E' C [-1,1]. 

The following asymptotic behavior for the sequence {qn} holds 

*g^ =»,,(*),    KCC\S, (3) 

where 

<p(z) = z+y/z*-l,     \<p(z)\>l, 

and 

Notation. The symbol =$ means, in this work, uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of the indicated region. 

For this class of measures, a method for the analysis of relative asymptotic prop- 
erties of SOP with respect to OP has been developed. In particular, the following 
theorem was proved [6, Th. 4]. 

Theorem 3. Consider a regular inner product of type (1) such that fi e Mc(0,1) and 
Ci,..., cm G OyS^. Let {Ln}, n eZ+ be the sequence ofmonic orthogonal polynomials 
with respect to /x, and let {Sn}, n G Z_j_ be the monic orthogonal polynomials with 
respect to the above inner product Then for all sufficiently large n, deg Sn is n and 
each point Cj attracts exactly Ij zeros of Sn, while the other zeros concentrate on S^. 
Also for each fixed v G Z+, 

^M(*)^nAp(«)-yfa))aV'    Kcc\s u) 

We use the following corollary [6, Cor.2] later. 

Corollary 4. Under the hypothesis of the above theorem, for all sufficiently large n, 
{Sn,Sn) 7^ 0. Let rjn be the leading coefficient ofln, the n-th orthonormal polynomial 

with respect to fj,. Then 7n = (Sn,Sn)~^ may be taken so that 
771 - 

n->oo : %     fJi <p(cj) 

and, in particular, 

li' 

n-^00    7n 
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The advantage of such a theorem is the following. If we know the asymptotic 
behavior of the OP, then we can deduce the corresponding behavior for the SOP. To 
illustrate this with an example, we can consider dfifa) = u(x)dx where UJ(X) is a 
positive and integrable function in [-1,1] satisfying the Szego condition 

/ 

1 jno^ 
—===ax > —oo. i vT^ 

We denote by {ln = rjnx
n H } the set of polynomials orthonormal with respect to 

the function UJ(X) 

I. ln{x)lm{x)u{x)dx = < 
-i II    n = m 

It is well known [11] that the function 

f 1     /,+7r 1 + 26""** 1 
DUj(z) = exp s-r- zji ^n (^C008^)! sin*|)d* > 

satisfies 

(a) £>„(*)€ ffc, 

(b) Z)w(ew) = lim^x- Du(rei0) exists a.e. and (^(e^))2 = a;(cos6>)|sin(9|, 

(c) Du(z) ^ 0, \z\ < 1, and ^(0) > 0. 

We have the following strong asymptotics for {ln} (see [11], Theorems 12.1.2 and 
12.1.4): 

(a) Outside the support: 

(b) On the support: 

1     T      1 . . 1 . J 
+ o(l) ln(cos9) = 

N/2^ 

1     -e-ine + : 
Du{eie) Dw{ei°) 

where o(l) may be understood in the sense of convergence in £2,w 

(c) The leading coefficient: 

Combining these results with [6, Th. 4], we obtain as an immediate consequence the 
strong asymptotics of SOP outside the support of the measure of orthogonality. 

Corollary 5.  Using Corollary 4, we can define for sufficiently large n, sn = 7n5n. 
Then, for \z\ < 1 

n2^+iJJ=^^ DM) 
[1+Q(1)] 
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uniformly for z £ K C {z : \z\ < 1} \ {ZJ}
7
^^, where we have used the notation 

57 

&(*) := 
Zj - z 

(1- ZZiY 

ip{x) = a; + v # 2-l, \v{x)\ >1, 

^+ !/«) = :a;, ¥>(*) = 
1 

i^,- +1/^) = Cj, VCCj) : 
1 

At the same time, we should mention that the theorem from [6, Th. 4] does not 
allow us to make a conclusion about asymptotics of SOP on the support of the measure 
of orthogonality. This is not a surprise because the values of the entries of the matrix 
/ij do not appear in [6, Th. 4], but as we show later, the asymptotics at the mass points 
strictly depend on them. So an investigation of the strong asymptotic properties of 
the polynomials on the support of the measure requires a more delicate technique to 
be developed. The main aim of the present paper is to fill this gap. We prove the 
following. 

Theorem 6. Let u be a positive and integrable function which satisfies the Szego 
condition f_1 lnu;(#)/\/l — x2dx > — oo. Let us consider an inner product (1) in 
the regular case and {CJ}'JL1 G C \ <SM where d^x) = uj(x)dx.  For sufficiently large 
N G N, let {Sn = xn H }n>iv be the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials with 

respect to (1), and jn = {Sn,Sn)~ ' .  Let sn = ^nSn.   Then we have the following 
asymptotics for {sn}n>Ar: 
(a) On the interval [—1,1], 

5n (cos 0) 
V^F :e-

ind + AnO 

Du(eie)/0(e«>) \Dj&)/Ke-»j\ 
= 0(1) 

where \\ • || means the norm in £2(a;(cos0)|sin0|d0, [—7r,7r]) and 

m := n Zj — z -iJ* 

(b) At the mass points {cj}!^, in the case that Jj = Nj = Ij — 1, 

f  Sn(Cj)  \ 

^(^-'(Gj)-1 

v*»Ji)(ci)y 

/      hn(Cj)      \ 

Vi)/ 

[l + o(l)] 

K-frWici)) 
where 

hn(x) := hni—jrrr) ,       <p(x) = X + \^X2 - 1, 
<P\X) 

hn(z) := —2M=iDu(z) 
„n—M 

-i/' n 
k=l 

(zzk - 1)2(J^) 
yJfe+l 
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and Gj, j = 1,..., m, are the following matrices: 

' 0 Jj+2-k>l, 

Gr'*<M) i GA'i1-*)^1-*"^4""^ 'i+'-^i, 
«»<iaiM = rE,,Mj(«-«0'''+1- 

For a better understanding of the result, we give some corollaries. 

Corollary 7.  We /irstf consider the simplest case Nj = 0, and 

(h,g) = /    h{x)g{x)uj{x)dx + ^h(c)g(c),    c G R,     7 > 0. 

7n ^5 case, i/i^e denote |(zi + l/^i) = c witt \zi\ < 1, tten 

^-w^11*^1,7">o' 
7»»(<:) = ^fc.(»i)[l + o(l)]. 

Denoting F{z) = D^lz^^Zl\ ™e get that 

sn{c) = -g^kil—^i"1 [1 + o(l)] = ^v^Res,^ F(z)[l + o(l)] 

holds. 

This result agrees with [9, (17), p.2691]. 

Corollary 8. Now if we consider 

(h,g) = /    h(x)g(x)u>(x)dx 4- 700^(0)^(0) + luh!{c)g'(c),    c e C \ [-1,1], 

^ften in this case F(z) = /z"^\i{zzi — I)2; ^n^ 

1*1-1. 
S„(c)    =V2^     0     711 ^^P, 

^(c)^       700711   ^700     0 j  \ip2 + [^(n - 1) - ^=l]p1) 

where pi = Res^=Zl ((z - zi)F(z)) and P2 = Res2=2l F(z). 

The method of proof of Theorem 6 is based on the investigation of the coefficients 
of a polynomial modification of SOP in terms of OP 

2M 

WM(x)Sn(x) = Ln+M(x) + /J an,jLn+M-j(x) 
i=i 

where WM(X) = Il^zi^ ~ cj)Nj+1 and degt^M is equal to M. 
As an intermediate step, which at the same time is of independent interest, we 

prove 
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Lemma 9.  Consider a regular inner product of type (1) such that /x G Mc(0,1) and 
Ci, • • •, Cm E CXSp. For sufficiently large n, let Sn(x) be the monic Sobolev orthogonal 
polynomial of degree n with respect to this inner product. Let Ln(x) = xn -\ be the 
monic orthogonal polynomial of degree n with respect to d^{x). Then 

2M 

WM{x)Sn(x) = Ln+M{x) + /j anjLn+M-j (x) (5) 
3=1 

where WM(X) = n^i^-^')^^1? degWM(x) = M. Furthermore, limn^oo a>nj exists 
for 1 < j < m. 

This theorem gives us an analog of condition (2) of Mc(0,1) in the sense that the 
limits of the coefficients in a recurrence relation exist. The special case in the above 
theorems when Jj = Nj = 0 was proved by Nikishin [9]. The next section is devoted 
to the proofs of Lemma 9 and of Theorem 6. 

2. Proof of the main results 

Proof of Lemma 9. The proof is given in two steps. 

1. We consider p(z) = WM(Z)PI(Z) where pi is an arbitrary polynomial of degree at 
most n — M — 1. We have 

0 = (wM(z)pi(z),Sn(z)) = / pi(z)wM{z)Sn(z)diJ,(z). (6) 

By Corollary 5, we know that for n > no 

Ll(x)M*) * 0. /• 
We can conclude that any polynomial, for sufficiently large n, satisfying (6), must be 
of degree at least n — M. If we try to write 

2M 

WM{z)Sn{z) = ^n+M(^) + /J anjLn+M-j{z), 
i=i 

then to do this we require that 

an)oLn+M(z) + J2jz=l an,jLn+M-j{z) 
Pn(z) =  =7-7  

be a polynomial.   For doing this, we have M homogeneous linear equations in the 
unknowns {dnj}, j — 0,..., 2M. 

With the above condition, one has 

0 = (wM(z)pi(z),pn(z)}       0 < degpi < n - M - 1. (7) 

Now, if we also impose 

Q = {zk,Pn(z))       fc = 0,...,M-l, (8) 

then we can guarantee a non-trivial solution for (7) and (8) because we have 2M 
homogeneous linear equations and 2M+1 unknowns. Thus this polynomial pn satisfies 
the same orthogonality condition as 5n and, for sufficiently large n, deg5n = n so 
anjo ¥" 0- Taking the normalization an^ = 1, we can say pn = 5n and (5) holds. 
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2. To prove the existence of the limit of anj for j = 1,..., 2M, we follow the technique 
used in [6]. Let 

2M 

WM(z)Sn(z) = Ln+M(z) + ^2anjLn+M-j(z). 
3=1 

We consider 

Set 

Qn(z)=WM{z)M^     ^     < = 

Ln_M(,) ^      l + E^Kil 

2M 

j=l 

/    /   \ \ 2M       2M /    /   x v 2M-j 

where a* j = a^an^.   The new sequence {a^j} is uniformly bounded.   Let A be a 
subset of N such that for j = 1,..., 2M 

lim     a* 7- = a^    and lim     a* = ag. 
n—J-oo^GA      '^ •' n—>oo,n€A 

Taking the limit in (9), when n -> oo, n € A, and making use of (3) and (4), 

for 2 G C \ 5M.   If we notice that |a* | + X^j^i lan,jl = 1? t*1611 ^ is clear that 

Now if we use the fact that {<£>fc} for k — 0,..., 2M is a set of linearly independent 
functions because ip is a one-to-one holomorphic function, then it holds that ag 7^ 0. 

In particular, this implies that {flnj} is uniformly bounded, so to prove the existence 
of the limits, we only need to prove the uniqueness of the limit points for every 
j = l,...,2Af. 

Let A be a subset of N such that for j — 1,..., 2M, the limits Irnin.+oo, n€A ^nj = %* 
exist. Taking linin-^oo, nGA ^{z), one obtains 

11 (M^ (, 2 J   "UJ    +}£*{—) 
for ^GC\5^. 

From this last equation, we have the uniqueness of dj. D 

Proo/ of Theorem 6. First we are going to deduce the strong asymptotics on [—1,1]. 
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Let 

Nj+l 

We expand SnWM in terms of {in}- 

2M 

(10) 

Dividing by Sni 

WM(Z) = 
Ln+MJz)       \^ Ln+M-j{z) 

2M 
Ln+MJz) Ln(z)  | Y^     Ln+M-j(z) Ln(z) 

£»(*)     ^nW    '   f^^        i»W        Sn(z) 

Now taking the limit in a compact set off supp /x, using (4) as well as the existence of 

limanj = %•> (Lemma 9) 

WM w=n 2v(z)(«-ci) 

/iVC^)-^)) 

Af       2M 

)*m"+g*(^) M-j i 

i=i 

= 2VW ;(^)M
+|.(^) 

M-7 

Now, denoting p(z) = t, we arrive at the equation, 

Nj+l-Ij 

fic-rt^GH)- 
[(0"^G) = 2V 

M-J n 
(11) 

that these djj = 1,... ,2M verify. We come back to (10), and, putting z = cos<9, we 
have 

2M 

Sn(cos6)wM(cos6) = Ln+M(cos0) + ^anjLn+M-i(cos(9). 
j=l 

Now using the strong asymptotics for Ln on [-1,1], we deduce 
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Sn(cos8)wM(cos6) 

V^ir 
1    on+M      1 

V2¥z       ruo) 
2M 

+Ea. 
i=i 

2n+M 

2M 

£Ue") 
__e   i(n+M-j)0 _j_ 0i(n+M-j)6 

D„{eie) 
+ 0(1) 

^(^)e +  D^T) 

D»(G) 

3=1 
3 Qn+M—j 

1 -i(n+M-j)e   , 1 i(n+M-n)e + o(l) 

DUO) 
Du(eie) 

0—inQ i 2M      i 

+ 
£)„(ew) 

Using the notation 

2M 

J=I 

)« 

2n 
1 2M        i 

oM '   Z—/   ^ OM-i 
J=l 

2M-i + 0(1). 

i9 _ 1   _ 1       1 

we have, by (11), 

Sn(cos6) = 

Du(0) 

Du{z) 2nzn Al 
j=i 

1 1" 
Z3. 21 

n 
^(0) 

+ i=l L 

1 
Z  

n2/. 

n i,   i 

2'z' 

7rL+0(1) 
o(«+7)-o(^ + -) 

A,(0) 
Du{z) 2nz- 

+ 

J=I 
L 

- 771 

— TT 

^(0) 

z7     2 ^j j 

T/* 

^•(1-^) 

Z'" 

2n n ZAZ-ZJ). 
+ 0(1). 
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If we denote 
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i li 

zj(l-zzj)_ 

then 

'w~«-M?«-"+™SK^-+'>w     (i2) 
«(ete) [  a(e-i0) 

For sufficiently large n the leading coefficient of sn is denoted by 7n. Prom Corollary 4 

7   - J-2».   1 

v^ ^(o)nr=iv(ci)^ 
Using this and (12), we have 

-ry- + o(l) holds. 
• Hi 

V 27r " 
—in9 

Du,(eie) 7?Ve + I" £Ue«» 
T^ 

.ind + 0(1). 

If we denote 

^w := n Zj — z 
-\In 

then 

sn(cos0) 
>/2^ Du,(eie) 

 p — mv    I oin^ 
+ o(l) 

where o(l) is in the sense of the £2,0; norm. As a last step, we derive the asymptotic 
behavior for sh  (c^), 0 < k < Jj, 1 < j < m. We consider 

2M 

Sn(x)wM(x) = Ln+M(x) + ^ anjLn+M-j(x) 
i=i 

where, using the notation introduced in Lemma 9, we denote 

/ \ m 

From orthogonality for the Sobolev inner product, for n > M — 1, we get 

0=<fli(a!)(a:-ci)
Ji,S„(a:)> 

-L 
1   WM{x)Sn(x) 

dii{x) + (0, • • • , 0, Jjlgjicj) )fij 

[sWicj)) 
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0 = (gj(x)(x-cj)
J'-\Sn(x)) 

=    f1   WM(x)Sn(x) 
(X - Cj)2 -i: dii{x) 

(    SniCj)    \ 

+ (0, • • • , 0, {J, - ly-gjicj), (jfLM - Wfa) )nj 

M) \ S^'icj) J 

0 = (gj(x),Sn(x)) 

rl   WM{x)Sn(x) f     WM{x)Sn{x)        .   .        ,       .     .       ,.     . (J,).     .v 
/   ^(c,)   \ 

\skJi)(cs)J 
Taking into account the matrix Gj which appears in the statement of the theorem, 
we can express, for every j, 1 < j < m, the above equations in matrix form. 

GjN 

(   3n(Cj)   \ 

v«»Ji)(ci)y 

/ ^ acga^^j^ \ 

= -7n 

\ J-l   (a:-ci)
Ji+1 ^W^ / 

(13) 

To obtain an asymptotic formula, we must study the asymptotic behavior of the right- 
hand side of (13). Using the change the variable ^(z + 1/z) = A, the asymptotics of 
Ln on [—1,1] as well as (11), we have 

/. 

1   WM(x)Sn(x) 
i{x)dx 

2M 

-1        {X - Cj) 

Ln+M-j(x) 
x-X) 

(jj(x)dx 
J A=c7- 

^[(2)    +fzai\2)       \j-«    (cos^-A) 

4_ -n-M   "L   / 1  \ 2(Jfc+l) 

A=c 
[l + o(l)] 

[1+0(1)] 

where we have used 

L ~^"{x)dX   LJX) L i^x"^ 
DUO) 

D"{*'L\D3? 
1        u) (cos 0) I sin d\ 

6)\2     cosO-X 
dO l + o(l)].. 
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If we denote by 

ftfrf-        ^D(Z\        1        ,n-M TT (ZZU ' 1)2(J*+1) 

then 

f1 WM(x)Sn(x) r -I 
~7ri y   (g-co ^w^:= ftn^) r+o^\' 

For the other coordinates on the right-hand side of (13), we use again the fact that 
if fn = gn[l + o(l)] where fn,gn are analytic functions and gn is uniformly bounded, 
then /;= yn[l + o(l)] and 

f1 WM(x)sn(x)   ...        1  dk 

— /    -;—   .xu)/w(x)dx =———r 
J-x  {x-X)^1    v } k\d\k 

Taking this into account, we obtain 

M2)]A=c.[i + o(i)' 

Sn(Cj)     \ / ftnW ^=0,- 

^j^i 
«n(Cj) 

\*n   HCj)/ 

axM*) IA^C, 

\ ^TdA^^Wl^i   / 

[l + o(l) 

n 
Remark 1. Notice that on obtaining the strong asymptotics on [—1,1], we have not 
used the condition Ij — 1 = Jj = Nj. At the points {CJ}, j = 1,... ,m, this condi- 
tion is not necessary either but the derivation of the corresponding formula is quite 
complicated. 
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